TORINO STUDY VISIT
19th -23rd March 2018

19th March – day 1

9.30 Meeting in front of Turismo Torino Office Via Maria Vittoria 19

10.00 Turismo Torino: greetings and introduction to the programme

Introduction to the city – mobility experiences – transports and tourism (Tourism Board)  https://www.turismotorino.org/en

15.00 TELT - Tunnel Euralpin Lyon Turin, the public promoter which has taken over LTF - Lyon Turin Ferroviaire - Via Paolo Borsellino 17B


20th March – day 2: dress code: casual for the bike

Tour in “Langa” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Langhe) and experience of bike sharing and wine production

Departure from Turin Porta Susa at 08:35. Train number SFM4418 Meeting at 8.00 in front of the station

Arrival at Bra station at 09.30

From Bra station there will be 2 private buses to Novello

Presentation of the e-bike project, Bike rental and cycling along Langhe

https://ebike.bikesquare.eu/langhe/barolo-ebike

12:30 Lunch at Due Ciance

14:00 Lesson on mobility management by Massimo Infunti

16:30 Wine tasting “Bottega del Vino”

18:00 Bus to Bra

18:30 Return to Torino (19.30 arrival)
21st March – day 3: dress code casual and warm (mountains, maybe snow)

Visit to Chamois, one of the Alpine Pearls


Departure from Turin Porta Nuova at 08:30

Arrival at Chatillon Station at 10.09

Bus to Buisson at 11.25

Cable car to Chamois

The arrival at Turin will be approximately at 20.30

22nd March – day 4:

Meeting at Carducci Metro station (exit west/Ovest) at 10.40

11:00 visit to SIS GTT (Sistema Informativo di Servizio Gruppo torinese Trasporti) central offices (http://www.gtt.to.it/cms/en/) - Corso Bramante 68

14:00 - 17:00 visit to 5T http://www.5t.torino.it/en/about/ - Via Bertola, 34

23rd March – day 5 (morning only) – The meeting will be in Engim Piemonte, corso Palestro 14. Metro stop XVIII dicembre

09:00-13.00

Presentation of the survey carried out by the University of Torino about the mobility of its staff and students – prof. Andrea Scagni

Councillor responsible for traffic and transports in Turin Municipality

Ing. Giannicola Marengo – Transport Sector Manager of Turin City Metropolitan Area

Presentation of the research “Mal’Aria” carried out by Lega Ambiente
“Bici e Dintorni” Italian Federation of Bikers

13.00-14.00
Lunch offered by ENGIM young students